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- A LEGEND FLEET BULLETIN -

Hello from LEGEND FLEET - 04.30.21
Welcome, and thank you for downloading our e-newsletter! In each edition, we will be showcasing
certified Legend upfitters from across North America and the awesome upfit work they are doing, a
product spotlight, and what we’ve been up to at Legend HQ. Enjoy!

UPFIT TER SPOTLIGHT - U.S. UPFIT TERS
U.S. Upfitters Upfit of the Month:

FOOD-SERVICE DISTRIBUTION VAN

Location:

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vehicle:
Transit 148” Ext. Dual Rear Wheel Van
Legend Products in upfit:
• StabiliGrip Rigid Floor
• Yellow Steel Side and Rear Thresholds
• DuraTherm Insulated Interior Liners
Other Products in upfit:
• Shelving
• Safety Partition
• Grip Running Boards
U.S. Upfitters is one of Legend’s largest
dealers, distributing products throughout
North America with a wide range of stock
acr multiple locations.
This upfit was completed for a local
distribution company that delivers
product to various restaurants and stores
in the area. The company wanted to
protect the side walls of the van from
being damaged by shifting product, as
well as an “easy to clean option” for the
ceiling. Because the end-user often
moves pallets of materials, they wanted a
durable floor option that would take the
abuse of loading and unloading pallets.
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UPFIT TER SPOTLIGHT - U.S. UpFIT TERS

U.S. Upfitters provided Legend Duratherm wall liners, ceiling liner, and door liners, as
well as the Stabiligrip floor with the upgraded heavy-duty yellow steel door thresholds.
The optional yellow powder-coat finish was chosen as a extra safety measure.

To complete the upfit, an
Adrian Steel partition was
added to provide driver
safety, a Ranger Design
shelving package to
provide storage for
smaller items, additional
LED lighting to
illuminate the cargo area
of the vehicle, and 7”
Luverne Grip Step
running boards for safer
and easy entry into the
van.
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LEGEND HQ SPOTLIGHT: C OVID TESTING VANS IN THE UK

Across the pond, Legend Fleet UK has been very busy serving upfitters and
fleets across all industries. Most recently, Legend UK worked with
Bristol upfitter TGS Automotive, Renault, and the UK Government Department of Health and Social Care
to upfit 500 COVID Mobile Testing Van Units. The Renault MASTER’s will be deployed at COVID testing
sites across the UK to aid the NHS Test and Trace programme. Check it out!

Legend Products in
THIS upfit:

• StabiliGrip Rigid Floor
• High Visibility Yellow
Steel Sills
• Wall Liners, Ceiling Liners,
and Door Liners

NEW

LEGEND

Product SPOTLIGHT - HIGH-VISIBILITY Treadplates

When drivers and technicians are getting in
and out of a van hundreds of times a day, it
becomes habit to revert to muscle memory,
and not look where they’re going at the
entry points. This is why having something
high-visibility at both doors is highly
recommended for driver safety

Legend Fleet offers several different steel
doorway thresholds in high-vis yellow, and
as customized fleet needs expand, so do our
options. This new doorway safety product,
designed for the Ford Transit, was designed
to add additional safety to existing OEM sills,
creating a doorway threshold that is extremely
grippy and can be seen easily. This
treadplate can save trips and falls, ultimately
decreasing downtime and maximizing
productivity.

Feature applications - just
drop us a line!
legendfleet.com
info@legendfleet.com

Thank you
for reading!
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